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A divine healing spirit we credit,
For inspirations of Asclepius imbedded;
And to Hippocrates, we’re ever indebted,
As well, the shrewd knifing of Galen, the pedant.

Harvey, Gray, Frankl, Virchow, and James,
All renowned for contributing fame.
But in contrast, with magnitudes of the same,
Came forth wonders from pioneers seeking change;
For as we see lightning, feel rain, but hear thunder,
From shadow’s depths emerged Vivien and Crumpler.

Exemplary light over darkness unencumbered,
Approximating pain with both knowledge and hunger.
Surpassing boundaries, all races, and beliefs
Goes to medicine the victory wreath.

And now, a new dawn of inclusion,
With the MD and DO resolution;
As two roads once seen as diverged,
Gleameth now, symbiotically merged.

May both Osler and Still shineth through,
And their legacies continue in you!
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